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NOTICE

When Government drawings, specifications, or other data are used
for any purpose other than in connection with a definitely related
Covernment arocurement operation, the United States Government thereby
incurs no responsibility nor any obligation whatsoever; and the fact
that the Government may have formulated, furnished, or in any way
supplied Lhe said drawings, specifications, or other date, is not to be
regarded by implication or otherwise as in any manner licensing the holder
or any other person or corporation, or conveying any rights or permission
to manufacture, use, or sell any patented invention chat may in any
way be related thereto.
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required by security considerations, contractual obligations, or
notice on a specific document.
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ERRATA - September 1970

The following corrections are applicable to AFAPL-TR-70-57, Stability f
targin DefinitIon, June 1970:

Notice page

Delete the second paragraph, "This document has been approved for
public release and sale; its distribution Is unlimited."

Title page

Delete the statement "This document has been approved foýrpublit
release and sale; its distribution Is unlimited." Substitute the
following statement: "This document is subject to special export controls
and each transmittal to foreign governments or foreign nationals may be
made only with prior approval of the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.",

Page iii

DMlete the iast sentence of the Abstract and substitute the following:
"Both Internal and external effects are considered and the Interactions
between inlet and engine stability coefficients are discussed."

DO Form 1473

item 6. Delete "15 June 70" and substitute "June 1970"

Item 7a. Insert "18"

Item 9a. Report number should read "AFAPL-TR-70-57"

Item 12. Insert "Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45133."

Air Force Acro Propulsion Laboratory
Air Force Systems Command
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

Ohio
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I

INTRODUCTION

The stability of the many components of the proplsion system must
be considered jointly in order to establish the overall stability of
the system. Because of the nature of the problem, events which in
themselves take a minor percentage of the overall stability margin, cgn
and often do cause stglla Cons"quently, it is all too easy in subse-

quent stall investigations to expend more effort working on the event
which tripped the stall and may be minor, rather than the more funda-
mental phenomena which have used up ninety-nine j•iint nine percent of
the stability margin. To avoid wasting time on the various straws
which can break the camel's back, it is necessary to develop a thorough
accounting system, which will track quantitatively every destabilizing
parameter from the early stages of development until the aircraft is
withdrawn from service.

Computer simulation of propulsion components and systems is essential
to the analysis of stability margins. The oath models for these simu-
lations must however rely on test data for many of the component char-
acteristics, and simulation predictions vimst be checked according to a
systematic development plan. The. primary role of the computer math-"\
model is to synthesize the actions and interactions of the many compo-
nent parts into an aggregate system resbonse£ for a specified situation.
The aggregate system for the required stability evaluation may comprise
a compressor, an engine with its controls, an inlet with its controls,
the complete propulsion system, .or the propulsion system witth a flight
dynamics model of the aircraft. All of these system levels have been
modeled for a variety of stability analysis purposes.

1~J
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PROPULSION SYSTEN SIAM.Z...

The most important models for compatibility design and evaluation
are the dynamic models for the angina with controls and the engine/
inlet combination (wLth engine and inlet controls). It in with these
models that all factors contributing to surge may be brought together
in the right combination and order dictated by the imposed disturbance,
controls limitations and tolerance stacking effects. The applicatione
of thass models to controls design and mode selection Is of importance
because of the effect which the controls have. on the dynamic Mismatch
between engine and inlet. Of course the mismatch is impokrtant to both
the engine and inlet stability margins: mismatch is often a source of,
distortion and turbulence at the compressor and may cause buzz or
unstart of the inlet.

Dynamic simulation of engine/control combinations can be utilized
to define operation of the engine and to ausess the stability margins
and controls schedules during transient excursions. They .are normally
used by engine manufacturers during a development program to develop',
the controls, monitor component requirements and to coordinate systems
design with zhe aircraft manufacturer(s). -The simulations can be
developed to predict propulsion system responses to all of the required
transiensa (rotor epeed, augmentation changes and aU' inlet generated
or propagated disturbances). The inlet generated or propagated die-
turbances (from aircraft maneuvers, wind gusts, weapon firtug, etc.)
include steady state spatial distortion, ttia-variant distortion, inlet
teimperature distortion, and Reynolds number effects. To evaluate these
latter conditions 'and any high-frequency multi-dimensional flow distur-
bancele, predetermined correlations in component -performance and stabil-
ity characteristics mst be included in the mathematical model. Test
data and other analytical procedures can be used to obtain the required
correlations between distortion, etc. and the changes in component
performance and stability margin.

The use of 'a nonlinear dynamic model of the engine and control has
gained wide acceptance in the industry. This technique requires the
definition uf the. engine component performance'and stability character-
istics in the form of compressor maups, turbine maps, burner stability
limits, etc. The performance maps of each of the components can be
modified to reflect the effects of. distortion and turbulence. Figure 1
describes the 'performance information required for a split compressor
turbofan engine. Each.of thq components is treated as a lumped elinient,
and'major gas storage elements are treated as lumped volumes. The choice
of volume lumpings shorn by Figure 2 is for illustrative'purposes only,
the final number of volumes chosen is a function of the frequency
response required.

2
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The dynamic coupling between components in the engine simulatbr is

accomplishe4 by two basic relationships: (1) rotor speed of each spool
is obtained from tbe- tim integration of the imbalance in torque
IA4.• JA -. 4'a,,,•.l4a ) _ar.,-n thet turbineS and ceom. Or on that

rotor; and (2) pressure between components is obtained by time integra-,

tion of the airlwlo. imbalance (as modified by volume, specific heat /

ratio, and temperature according to the ideal gas' la) between inter-'

faces of the control volume. The more precise models for higher fre-'
quency must incorporate energy conservation equations (especially for

burner and augmentor) involving enthalpy flown at interfaces and dynamic

combustion equations. The computerized dynamic math model indicated in

Figure 1, with variations as described above, is useful in the study of

stability margin variations resulting from the Interaction of provisional
controls definitions and a variety of system disturbances. The dynamic
response for this type of model can usually be made 8•od to approximately /

20, hertz. Effectp requiring higher frequency respoae must be accounted"'
fdr by mod~fication of the basic maps.
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j Ill

STABILITY FR1DICTIOE VALIDITY

Propulsion system simulations have demonstrated the capability to
follow actual engine transients. The mathematical capability and under-
standing of the relevant thermodynamic relationships can therefore be
considered to be in hand. However, the margin as assessed by the simu-

* lation will only be accurate provided the input empirical data is
* correct. Some of the data input requirements are straightforward, for

example, component performance maps, t4in.e volume and areas, control
schedules and component inertias. Itfortunately, some of the required
data JIs less straightforward; thi; in genral consists of the uodifi-.
cation necessary to the basic ases forced by component interactions
and the effect of changes in external environment. It is the degree
to which these interactions and modifications can be accounted for that
makes the difference betwe4n a simulation which is an interesting toy
and a simulation which is a powerful and practical technique for keeping
track of propulsion system stability.

-Past experience can be used initially for factors such as Reynolds
Number-effects on compressor performance, but this can be such a signi-
ficant effect that subsequent test verification is required. Some aap
changes, however, may require a major test program to support the
necessary modifications. Figure 3 shows a basic fan map as tested on a
rig. Figures 4 and 5 show the changes in the map of the same fan when

* the splitter cowl which separates engine core flow from the fan duct
flow is placed close to the fan and the two stream are separately bac.k-
pressured. Figure 4 shows the changes in the pap when the fan duct
stream is back-pressured. Figure 5 as" thea change in the fan map
when the core stream is back-pressured. In-actual engine operation., not
only will the surge line change ap a function of engine operating con-
dition, but the. operating line will be similarly effected. Clearly a
modification of this type to the simulation is a difficult programing,
Job. However, in the long run it (is preferable and less prone to. error
than attempting to track by hand the continuously changing margin
through an engine transient, particularly since all other destabilizing
influences must be monitored at the same time.

For many applications the key parameter in determining propulsion
system stability is the index used to describe the flow field at the
engine face. The history of distortion indices has been somewhat
checkered. Many early indices were claimed by their inventors to be
applicable to all engines. This was a fallacy but index inventors
often stuck by their numbers as though their personal integrity and
their company's position depended on proving the index was valid.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show comparisons of two pairs of distortion
indices. The pair in Figure 6 includes a dynamic head (Q) term and the
pair in Figure 7 do not. Each point represents a different distortion

4
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pattern. An index of a particular value is supposed to represent a
given increment of sarge pressure ratio loss. It is clear, therefore,
that if the indices are applicable to all engines a relationship should
exist between the indices w''uh ;hcula be _in-ale valued. This single
valued relationship does not exist unless a given form of pattern is
specified, hence one index is not generally applicable and the probabil-
ity is that neither are. The situation was further confused by the fact
that in the early days distortion on aircraft was measured using steady
state instrumentation. lence, even when an index was tailored to a
particular engine, there was no correlation with flight test data
because the engine was seeing distortion patterns which were quite
different from those recorded by the instrumentation. At this point
the index inventors were accused of running a numbers game. This feeling
is In no way dissipated when some of the "confusion factors" which go
into indices are investigated. As an example, consider the use of the
dynamic head Q. This is claimed to be a normalizing factor, since it
compensates at part speed for the fact that a given level of delta
pressure corresponds to a greater change in velocity than that sam delta
pressure at high speed.

Figure 8 shows the lose of surge pressure ratio of the fan as a
function of speed (Iý.e., flow) and a distortion index. Figure 9 shows
the same data except that this time the distortion index has been norma-
lized (i.e., allegedly compensated for change in flow) by use of a Q/Pt
factor. More interesting games can be played using this factor when con-
a'idering fan amplification or attenuation of distortion. Figure i0 shows
a distortion transfer coefficient (distortion out/distortion in) plotted
in terms of an indix based on delta pressure in/delta pressure out and
the same index normalized by a Q factor. In this case, two different
stations were used for calculating the input Q. Although the component
performance is the same for each plot, the apparent performance to the
uncritical eye can be greatly improved by suitable choice of index.

Despite the problems associated with distortion indices, it is clear

that the flow field at the compressor face must be described by a
numerical system if quantitative assessment of available margin is to be
achieved. Bearing in mind the apparent component improvem-nt implied by
the previous example, it is extremely apparent that any system of eta-
bility resolution is dependent on complete visualization of the flow
processes of each of the components involved. However, organization of
the program requires the interfacing of many technical parameters to

* form the quantitative basis for assessment of stability margin. It is
essential, however, to remember and watch for the pitfalls associated with
distortion indices. The man who offers to sell distortion indices and
the man who offers to sell the Brooklyn Bridge may not be out of the same

* stable, but it'would be as well to check.

The first step in establinhing a workabl.e quantitative relationship
..* betweet- distortion and surge margin loss is to establish the fan response

* ' to steady state distortion. Several functions must be considered. First,

5
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sesiltivity - the rate of loss of surge pressur ratio with both circusferential and radial distortions must be found from ris tests. Petertli

sensitivity will in Senerel va-7, •LAft hi( to tip. In seos eases, thiso
isa very pronounced effect and the inde-, shoujld accounot for it.* The

extent and thmber of lobes of a uircpmferenteal distort ho t has cmjor

effect, also the pressure gradient to the blades enter and leave a low
pressure zone may be significant, 1rhe lose of surge pressure ratio
associated with these phenomena shuld be investigated using controlled
classical patterns. All the effects should then be added together and
the index system checked, using more complex patterns which are typical
of actual inlet distortion. At the sa time, the fan transfer coeffi-
cients (i.e., the relationship between distortion in and distortion out)
should be established. Unless the distortion into the compression
system behind the fan can be accurately determined knowing only the
conditions in front of the fan, diagnosis or assessment of overall engine
stability is extremely difficult. Furthermore, it is impossible to
screen inlet data for distortion levels potentially dangerous to the
engine without adequate knowledge of the fan transfer coefficients.
These coefficients should account for both radial distortion and the
extent depth and lobe pattern of circumferential distortion. In addition
to the pressure stability coefficients, it is necessary to account for
the temperature distortion which Is introduced by the different fan work
inputs in the high and low pressure zones of the inlet flow field.

The stability coefficients for the subsequent units in the compres-
sion system should be established in the sam way as for the fan. However,
two additional points mst be bourne in mind. The clean surge line must
be established with. the radial profile imposed which is normally delivered
by the forward unit (or units), and the Imposed distortion must be cal-
culated after applying the transfer coefficients for the forward units
to the relevant section of the inlet flow.

Once a credible numerical description has been developed for the
inlet flow field, it is possible to proceed with analysis of a real
dynamic environment. The patterns which the engine is encountering or
can be expected to encounter must be determined. In a full scale test,
the relevant patterns may be found by examining a moving time-average of
the instantaneous distortion measured by high response instrumentation.
The test data and instrumentation requirements on, which this analysis
technique is based are described in Reference 1. This analysis technique
eliminates the error which was introduced when inlet-distortion data
was based on the readings of steady state or very low response instru-
mentation, but there are other problem of environntal definition.
When only inlet model data is available, i.e., in the early stages of
system development, great care must be taken to account for scale effects.
The effects of model size, acoustic frequency scaling and Reynolds
Number must be applied. A fuller discussion of dynamic distortion
scaling may be found in other references.

6
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So far in the discussion of the data requirements for a stabilitystack up, only passing references have been made as to the time phasingof the input requirements. In the early stages much of the input to
r'ho admh414e# -A-'I -ý--.J -- -W & ... w U oSa0 Q on cue engine manufacturers' ezpenceand research projections. As the program develops. these projectionsmust be replaced by hard test rig data which must then be updatedwhenever subsequent tests are run.

/
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IV

It is currently possible to combine in a propulsion system dynamic

model the empirical and theoretical data necessary to determine the

available transient stability margin at various flight conditions. The

data requiramants for such a model are masive, but they are essential

for satisfactory stability development, and none of the data requirements

necessitate techniques outside the current state-of-the-art. In addition

to stability tracking, the model provides at any stage in the development
program a guide as to the work remaining to be done and a check an the

progress of the work already accomplished.
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